
(Originals referred in the article are included at the end) 
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“THERE’S NO PLACE LIKE HOME”   (Using homesquares in SPGs) 

by Roberto Osorio & Andrey Frolkin  

Homebase is a well known term in proof games. It applies to diagrams that conceal the game in a picture 
looking perfectly quiet after a storm.  

The Homebase concept is a static one, since it refers solely to the diagram, i.e., to a “physiognomic 
presentation” wherein one can only be certain of the location of pieces of a given type. Many proof games use 
this partial and deceptive certainty to offer technical and/or artistic challenges to would-be solutionists, showing 
very similar and even identical diagrams that result from completely different dynamics of the preceding game.  

The initial locations of white and black forces plus the promotion squares (the chrysalis) make up a proper 
space for installing impostors that can be used to display a variety of different effects in proof games. This 
article presents a classification of the impostors, so as to establish a proper basis for identifying the content of 
homebase-type PGs featuring any of the associated themes; it also introduces new related concepts: 
homecircuit and meta-homebase. 

We believe that this approach will considerably enhance the theoretical aspects involved and open a wider 
scope for tasks and artistic problems. 

We use the Originals section as an annex to present some thematic originals.  

INSPECTING THE SOLDIERS 
(In the aftermath of the encounter, we find survivors on the battlefield. Judging by what we see, some of them 
went to fight and came back to the same position, some never budged at all, and some are impostors who 
have come from a different, albeit identical, regiment. In certain cases we need to make an analysis of the 
battle to identify the original position of a soldier.) 

The following definitions apply to pieces with respect to their location and “battlefield record”: 

homebase (hb): a piece occupying a / the square prescribed to the piece type by the initial game array. A 
stationary piece (one that made no moves in the game) is a special hb case. 

homecircuit (hc): a non-stationary piece occupying the square prescribed to it by the initial game array (its 
move record consists in a circuit from and to its homesquare: “home again!”). Upon promotion, a pawn is 
considered to have preserved its identity. Therefore, a promoted hc piece is located on the homesquare of the 
respective pawn. 

These two definitions are the base of the theoretical structure we are proposing here. The hb definition 
merely emphasizes the well-known piece type related concept. On the contrary, the hc definition extends the 
circuit concept to explicitly include the pawn’s case. 

Moreover, one can open new horizons by taking a similar approach to promoted pieces. A promoted piece is a 
double entity: a) it “keeps memory” of its original pawn nature and the corresponding homesquare; b) upon 
promotion it belongs to a new piece type and so both the promotion square (the chrysalis) and the pawn’s 
homesquare (the egg) can be described as meta-homesquares for this piece type. This is quite similar to the 
caterpillar-butterfly metamorphosis; with reference to such cases we will add the prefix meta, 

meta-homebase (meta-hb): a piece occupying either the promotion square of a promoted piece of the same 
type or the homesquare of a pawn that promoted to that piece type. A meta-stationary piece (one that made no 
moves after promotion) is a special meta-hb case. 

meta-homecircuit (meta-hc): a promoted non-meta-stationary piece occupying its own promotion square (its 
move record after promotion consisting in a circuit from and to the promotion square). 
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There is an inherent connection between a hc / meta-hc piece and the homesquare / meta-homesquare 
involved (i.e. the right piece for the particular square or the right square for the particular piece, whichever you 
prefer). This connection cannot be deduced from the diagram itself, since a diagram is no more than a 
“physiognomic presentation” wherein one can only be certain of the location of pieces of a given type, i.e. of 
the factor that underlies the hb and meta-hb characteristics. 

Therefore, a non-stationary piece displaying the hb non-hc characteristic is an impostor (a piece pretending to 
be the homesquare’s “true owner”), whereas a meta-(hb non-hc non-stationary) piece is a meta-impostor as is 
shown in the diagram. 

          (Rooks on a1 and h1 are original ones – rooks on a8 and h8 are promotees from  a2 and h2 ancestors) 

      c- meta sibling 

                                          

 

                              meta-Pronkin 

                                            anti-Pronkin                       Pronkin 

        

              e-meta sibling               

 

                           sibling 

The impostors gallery (all non-stationary/non-meta-stationary) 

hb non-hc: 
sibling           (an original piece on the homesquare of the other original piece of the same type) 
Pronkin         (a promoted piece on the homesquare of the/an original piece of the same type) 
 
meta-(hb non-hc)  
anti-Pronkin   (an original piece on the promotion square of a piece of the same type) 
meta-Pronkin (a promoted piece on the homesquare of a “non-ancestor” pawn that promoted to the same 
piece type) 
c-meta sibling (a promoted piece on the promotion square of another piece of the same type) 
e-meta sibling (an original piece on the homesquare of a pawn that promoted to the same piece type) 

The non-impostor themes 

hc and hb:    (an officer displaying a circuit from and to its homesquare). Switchback  / Rundlauf 
hc non-hb:    (a “pawn-promoted piece,” regarded as a single entity, displaying a circuit from and to its 
homesquare). This theme can be referred to as “pawn Rundlauf”. According to the respective definition, such a 
promoted piece is also a meta-hb one. 
meta-(hc and hb): (a promoted piece displaying a circuit from and to its promotion square). This is the 
GD50JT theme. 
meta-(hb non-hc and stationary): if followed by capture, this is the Schnoebelen theme. 

Meta-impostors are defined by analogy with the well-known sibling and Pronkin. While referring to the same 
trick (an impostor piece occupying the homesquare of another piece of the same type), the latter two have 
different identities in terms of their origin: a sibling is a representative of the original pieces’ array (an original 
piece on the original square of the other piece of the same type and color) and a Pronkin is a promoted officer. 



And so, in comparison with anti-Pronkin, c-meta sibling (a promoted piece on a promotion square, the 
chrysalis) is a closer analogy to “plain sibling”; furthermore, the meta-Pronkin and e-meta sibling impostors 
operate as officers on a pawn’s homesquare (the egg) and so it is obvious that they cannot start from there, 
but they are meta-impostors in the metamorphosis double-entity sense. 

There are many PGs that recurrently present the above homesquare tricks (impostor and non-impostor 
themes) in the final diagram and/or in an intermediate position. In displaying these tricks they show different 
aesthetic and technical effects: 1) photo, all tricks being displayed simultaneously in a diagram; 2) one man, all 
tricks being displayed by the same piece; 3) one type, all tricks being displayed by different pieces of the same 
type (a mutual sibling is one type by definition); 4) one square, all tricks being displayed on the same square; 
5) phantom, the thematic piece being captured on a thematic square (a Schnoebelen piece is a phantom by 
definition). 

1) A. Frolkin &  K.  Prentos               2) Michel Caillaud                          3) R. Osorio &  J. Lois 
     v Messigny 05/2004                          1st Prize K. Prentos 40 JT               1st HM K. Prentos 40 JT                

            

 

   

  

 

PG in 21.5 moves                              PG in 19.5 moves     C+                       PG in 17.0 moves   C+ 

Example 1    triple meta-( hb non-hc)       triple one type (c-meta sibling) photo 
The artistic version of the Mesigny 2004 2nd prize. The triple c-meta sibling, being one type, performs an 
invisible cyclic interchange of promotion squares.  1.e4 f5 2.e5 f4 3.e6 f3 4.exd7+ Kf7 5.a4 e5 6.a5 e4 7.a6 e3 
8.axb7 Na6 9.b8=R e2 10.Rb3 Rb8 11.d4 Rb4 12.d5 Bb7 13.d6 Qa8 14.dxc7 Bd6 15.c8=R Ne7 16.Rb8 Rc8 
17.d8=R Rc5 18.Rdc8 Bc7 19.Qd8 Ke6 20.Qh8 Kd5 21.Rd3+ Kc4 22.Rdd8 
 
Example 2    quadruple meta-(hb non-hc)    (triple Schnoebelen + Anti-Pronkin) 
Triple Schnoebelen phantom displayed by one side, the present record.  1.b4 h5 2.b5 h4 3.b6 Th5 4.bxa7 Nh6 
5.axb8=R Raa5 6.d4 Rag5 7.d5 f5 8.d6 Nf7 9.dxe7 d5 10.c4 Kd7 11.e8=R Qf6 12.c5 Bxc5 13.a4 Bb6 14.a5 c5 
15.a6 Kc7 16.a7 Bd7 17.a8=B Lxe8 18.Ra7 Kxb8 19.Rxb7+ Kxa8 20.Rb8+ 
 
Example 3    double meta-(hb non-hc)    double one type (meta-Pronkin) phantom 
Promoted bishops interchange their ancestors’ homesquares to be captured there.  1.a4 Na6 2.a5 Nc5 3.a6 c6 
4.axb7 Qa5 5.b8=B Ba6 6.Bg3 0-0-0 7.f4 Kb8 8.Kf2 Rc8 9.f5+ Rc7 10.f6 Bb5 11.fxe7 a6 12.e8=B Bd6 13.Bxf7 
Ne7 14.Ba2 Qxa2 15.Kf3 Rf8+ 16.Kg4 Rxf1 17.Bf2 Rxf2 
 
     4) J. Lois & R. Osorio                5) Michell Caillaud                           6) R. Osorio & J. Lois 
       6th HM Reytsen-70 JT                 Probleemblad, 2001                               Phenix 8/2005 

 

 

 

 

 



        PG in 18.0 moves                            PG in 21.0 moves                            PG in 20.0 moves    C+ 

Example 4   meta-hc + meta-(hb non-hc)    (GD50JT phantom + e-meta sibling) photo 
In the position following white’s last move one can see two rooks on meta-homesquares: meta-hc (GD50JT) 
on e8 and meta-(hb non-hc) on f2 (e-meta sibling).  1.f4 Nf6 2.f5 Nh5 3.f6 Rg8 4.fe7 f5 5.Nh3 Kf7 6.e8R Qh4+ 
7.Nf2 g5 8.Re3 Rg6 9.Rg3 Ra6 10.Nh3 d6 11.Ng1 Be6 12.h3 Bb3 13.ab3 Nd7 14.Ra4 Re8 15.Rf4 Re6 16.Rf2 
Rh6 17.Re3 Ndf6 18.Re8 Kxe8. The black King displays a capturing hc to enhance the thematic effect of 
white’s homesquare / meta-homesquare play. 
 
Example 5   quadruple (hb non-hc)     double (mutual sibling) photo 
A task presenting the “theoretical maximum” for non-promoted impostors of one side.  1.b4 Nf6 2.b5 Ne4 3.b6 
Nxd2 4.bxa7 Nb3 5.Qd4 h5 6.Qh4 Th6 7.g4 Ra6 8.Bg2 e6 9.Bc6 Ba310.Nf3 Nc5 11.Kd2 Qg5+ 12.Kc3 Ke7 
13.Rd1 d6 14.Rd4 Nbd7 15.Ra4 Nf6 16.Kc4 Bd7 17.Nc3 Rh8 18.a8=R Ng8 19.Rd8 Ra8 20.Rb1 Na6 21.Rb6 
Nb8 
 
Example 6   double (hb non-hc) + double meta-hc    quadruple one man (Pronkin-GD50JT-GD50JT-Pronkin) 
A one man symmetrical series of homesquare tricks.  1.f3 c6 2.Kf2 Qa5 3.Kg3 Qc3 4.dxc3 h5 5.Qd6 h4+6.Kg4 
h3 7.Qc7 hxg2 8.Nh3 g1=Q+ 9.Bg2 Qb6 10.Qxc8+ Qd8 11.Qc7 Rh5 12.Qg3 Qb6 13.Rd1 Qg1 14.Rd6 Rd5 
15.Be3 g5 16.Nd2 Qxa1 17.Bc5 Qg1 18.Ba3 Qb6 19.Qe1 Rd4+ 20.cxd4 Qd8 
 
7) M. Caillaud & R. Aschwanden        8)A. Frolkin & K. Prentos                   9) J. Lois & R. Osorio 
      2nd Prize GD50JT                          4th Prize Champagne Ty  2004               Strategems Jan-March 2006          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     PG in 20.0 moves                                 PG in 16.0 moves                                   PG in 25.5 moves    
 
 
Example 7   meta-(hb non-hc) + double meta-hc   triple one square - one type (anti-Pronkin + double 
(GD50JT) phantom 
A good example revealing the purpose of the italics we are using. Here, the tricks are not homogeneous 
regarding their nature (anti-Pronkin + double (GD50JT), but they are homogenous in terms of the performing 
piece type (one type) and performance locus (one square). That is the author’s obvious intention.  1.b4 e5 2.b5 
Ne7 3.b6 Ng6 4.bxc7 b5 5.c4 Bb7 6.c8=B Qa5 7.c5 Qxa2 8.c6 Ba3 9.c7 d6 10.Bh3 a5 11.c8=B Na6 12.Bcg4 
f5 13.d3 OOO 14.Bg5 Kb8 15.e3 f4 16.Bc8 Rxc8 17.Be2 Rc1 18.Bc8 Rhxc8 19.Bg4 R8c2 20.Bc8 Bxc8 
 
Example  8  double meta-(hb non-hc)         double one square - one type (sibling + Pronkin) phantom 
1.f4 g5 2.f5 g4 3.f6 g3 4.fxe7 gxh2 5.e7xf8=N h2xg1=D 6.Rh5 Qb6 7.Rc5 h5 8.Nxd7 h4 9.Ne5 h3 10.Nf3 h2 
11.Ng1 h2xg1=Q 12.Nc3 Qd4 13.e3 Rh1 14.Ne2 Bh3 15.Ng1 Nd7 16.Ba6 Rxg1+.  Three knights captured on 
the same square. This a double one square - one type homesquare trick; but if we consider the capture of a 
stationary piece to be a related one, then what we get is a triple one square - one type phantom displaying the 
complete gallery of alternatives: original, sibling and Pronkin. 
 
Example 9    triple (hb and hc)          triple one man-one square (switchback) 
1.h4 f5 2.h5 Kf7 3.h6 Kg6 4.Nh3 Kh4 5.Nc3 g6 6.Nd5 Bg7 7.Nb4 Bf6 8.Ng1+ Bh4 9.Nf3 Nf6 10.e3 Qg8 11.Ke2 
Qb3 12.axb3 Rg8 13.Ra6 Rg7 14.Re6 dxe6 15.Ng1 Bd7 16.Kf3 Bb5 17.Be2 Nc6 18.Qf1 Rd8 19.Bd1 Rd3 
20.Ne2 Nd4+ 21.Kf4 c6 22.exd4 Rg3 23.hxg7 Bd3 24.cxd3 h6 25.Bc2 Nh7 26.Ng1.  Triple “non-monotonous” 
(in contrast to the term “retromonotony” suggested by Frolkin & Kornilov) knight switchback to its homesquare, 
completing the available “wheel.” 
 
Examples 8 and 9 show an aesthetic effect underlying trick recurrence, completeness; to be complete, a trick 
has to cover all of the existing alternatives. Furthermore, trick recurrence in Example 9 is also homogenous in 
terms of motivation (shielding). 



 
 
ASSESSING THE REGIMENT’S BATTLE RECORD 
(Now, how would the captain of our imaginary regiment evaluate the situation and performance of his troops?) 

In the preceding section we have defined pieces’ characteristics in relation to their location and homesquares. 
Extending the concept to a side, the following definitions are applicable to white or black in the final diagram (or 
an intermediate one), 

HOMEBASE (HB): all the side’s pieces are hb. 

HOMECIRCUIT (HC): all the side’s pieces are hc or stationary; at least one must be hc. 

  (10) R. Osorio & J. Lois                     (11) Michel Caillaud                           (12) Eyjolfur O. Eyjolfsson 
        Retrolist 11/ 2006                               Problemesis 04/2001                            Phénix 124 12/2003 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     PG in 10.0 moves    C+                PG in 6.0 moves b) Nb8 to g8  C+         PG in 6.5 moves, 2 solutions C+ 
  
  
 Example 10   HB and HC   (Rundlauf) 
This shows the “eight officer homebase mate” theme, discussed in the Retro Mailing List during the last quarter 
of 2006.  1.a4 c5 2.Ra3 c4 3.Rf3 c3 4.e3 cxd2+ 5.Kxd2 Qb6 6.Kc3 Qf6+ 7.Kb4 e5+ 8.Ka5 e4 9.Bb5 exf3 
10.Nxf3 Qd8#. 
 
(Originals section: a HB non-HC problem displays the “eight officer homebase mate” theme) 
 
 Example 11   HB non-HC   (sibling) 
a) 1.d4 Na6 2.Bh6 Nxh6 3.e3 Nf5 4.Bxa6 Nxd4 5.c4 Nc6 6.Qa4 Nb8  b) 1.d4 Nh6 2.Bxh6 Nc6 3.e3 Nxd4 4.Ba6 
Nf5 5.c4 Nxh6 6.Qa4 Ng8.  Both solutions show an impostor (sibling) knight preserving the HB characteristic 
but not the HC one. 
 
 Example 12  1) HB and HC   (Rundlauf)    2) HB non-HC   (Pronkin) 
1) 1.d4 g5 2. Bxg5 Bg7 3.Bxe7 Bxd4 4.Bxd8 Nf6 5.Bxf6 Bxb2 6.Bxb2 h6 7.Bc1 2) 1.d4 e5 2.dxe5 Nf6 3.exf6 h6 
4. fxg7 Qf6 5. gxf8=B Qxb2 6.Ba3 Qxc1 7.Bxc1.  The 1st solution shows a bishop circuit (Rundlauf) ending in 
HB and HC, while the 2nd one shows an impostor (Pronkin) bishop ending in HB non-HC. A highly instructive 
example to help one understand why the diagram by itself does not determine the home-related characteristics 
of a side. 
 
 
As with pieces, the meta characteristics of a side are defined as an extension of the HB and HC concepts, 

META-HOMEBASE (meta-HB): all the side’s pieces are meta-hb or hb. At least one must be meta-hb. 

META-HOMECIRCUIT (meta-HC): all the side’s pieces belong to either of the following categories: meta-(hc 
or stationary), hc, or stationary. At least one must be meta-hc. 

 (13) Thierry Le Gleuher                  (14) R. Aschwanden & M. Caillaud                 (15) Roberto Osorio 
        Probleemblad 4/ 2005                        3rd Prize GD50GT                                                  Original 
                         



 

 

 

 

        PG in 20.5 moves                             PG in   19.5 moves                                   PG in 12.0 moves    C+                           

Example 13   meta-(HB non-HC)    triple one type (sibling + Pronkin + anti-Pronkin: cyclic) photo 
1. Nc3 f5 2.Nd5 Nf6 3.Nxe7 Nd5 4.Ng6 Qe7 5.a3 Qxa3 6.e4 d6 7.Ne2 Kd7 8.Nc3 Kc6 9.Nb1 Nd7 10.Bb5+ 
Kxb5 11.e5 Ka4 12.e6 b5 13.e7 N7b6 14.exf8=N Bd715.Nxh7 Raf8 16.Ng5 Rh4 17.Nh3 Rb4 18.Qg4 Be8 
19.Qd4 f4 20.Ng1 Rf5 21.Nf8. A beautiful example displaying a one type dance on thematic squares. 
 
Example 14   Sequence: 1) HB non-HC 2) meta-(HB and HC) 3) HB and HC  one man (Pronkin + GD50JT) 
phantom 
After 16…Ng8 black is HB non-HC (Pronkin); after his last move he is meta-(HB and HC) (GD50JT). Finally, 
after the white capture Bxg1 black is HB and HC.  1.f3 g5 2.f4 Bg7 3.f5 Bc3 4.bxc3 Nf6 5.Ba3 Rg8 6.Bc5 Rg6 
7.Na3 Rh6 8.Rb1 Rh3 9.gxh3 g4 10.Bg2 g3 11.Bd5 g2 12.Nf3 g1=B 13.Rb4 Be3 14.Rg1 Bh6 15.Rg8+ Bf8 
16.Rh8 Ng8 17.Rf4 Bg7 18.Bc4 Bd4 19.f6 Bg1 20.Bxg1 

Troops are characterized by soldiers. In line with this analogy, one can talk of the “no-losses-in-the-battle” 
case, 

THE TOTAL SPECIAL CASE: totality occurs when the side showing the home characteristics has all its 16 
pieces in the diagram. We identify this by anteceding T to the corresponding characteristic initials, THB, THC, 
meta-THB, meta-THC. 

 (16) Unto Heinonen                        (17) J. Lois & A. Frolkin                          (18) Goran Wicklund                             
        The Problemist 09/1991                   Original                                5. Preis Probleemblad 5 /2004                        

 

 

 

 

 

    PG in  12.0 moves                                PG in 9.5 moves                                      PG in 30.5 moves                                   

Example 15   THB and THC      (double knight switchback) 
1.Nc3 c6 2.Nd5 Qa5 3.Nxe7 Qa3 4.Nd5 Bb4 5.Nf3 Ne7 6.Ne5 O-O 7.Nxd7 Rd8 8.Ne5 Be6 9.Nc3 Rd4 10.Nb1 
Bc3 11.Nf3 Ra4 12.Ng1 Bc4. Composed as an antithesis to example 16. 
 
Example 16   THB non-THC      (mutual knight sibling) 
1.c4 Nf6 2.Qa4 Ne4 3.Qc6 Nxd2 4.e4 Nb3 5.Bh6 Na6 6.Nd2 Nb4 7.Rc1 Nd5 8.Rc3 Nf6 9.Rf3 Ng8 10.Rf6 Nc5 
11.f4 Na6 12.Ngf3 Nb8.  The thematic side moves its knights 12 times, reaching the initial game array just like 
in Example 15 but with a totally different outcome in terms of “home” characteristics. 
 
(Originals section: there are many THB examples with one or both knights having moved and all the other 
pieces of the same side remaining stationary. A problem in this section shows a different performance. It 
should be noted here that the availability of stationary /non-stationary pieces, as such, cannot be regarded as a 
praiseworthy thematic feature of an SPG unless this condition is clearly linked to the basic concept of the 



problem. In this case the rhetoric question is, why should one move any piece other than a knight if the final 
diagram is THB?) 
 
Example 17   THC non-THB        (pawn Rundlauf) 
Can mate be delivered by the side which has all of its 16 men on their homesquares?  An opinion poll over 10 
master-level chess players in the Argentine Chess Club produced 100% of wrong answers (“No”). This 
problem is a strong candidate for qualifying as the shortest possible rendition of the THC# theme.  1.a4 c5 2.a5 
Qb6 3.axb6 Kd8 4.bxa7 Kc7 5.axb8=Q+ Kb6 6.Qf4 Rb8 7.Na3 Ka7 8.Qxf7 Ka8 9.Qa2 c4 10.Nb1# 

(Originals section: a THC# problem displays a triple one-type trick) 

 (19) J. Lois & R. Osorio                       (20) R. Osorio &  J. Lois                   (21) M.Caillaud & P. Wassong                 
        Problemesis 4/2006                           Problem Paradise 1/2006                       K. Prentos 40 JT 2nd prize                               
 

 

 
  

 
 
 
 

      PG in 15.5 moves  C+                          PG in 16.0 moves      C+                       PG in 18.5 moves    C+                         

 
Example 18   meta (THB non-THC)   sextuple one type (Pronkin + sibling + Antipronkin + triple c-metasibling) 
photo 
1.h4 Nc6 2.h5 Nd4 3.h6 Nb5 4.hxg7 h5 5.Rh3 h4 6.Rg3 h3 7.a4 h2 8.a5 h1=Q 9.a6 Qh2 10.axb7 a5 
11.bxa8=R Bb7 12.Ra4 Bc6 13.Rh4 a4 14.d4 a3 15.d5 a2 16.d6 a1=N 17.dxc7 Nb3 18.Ra1 Na3 19.c8=R Ba4 
20.Ra8 Qb8 21.f4 Kd8 22.f5 Kc7 23.f6 Kb6 24.fxe7 Nf6 25.e8=R Bd6 26.Rc8 Re8 27.g8=R Re7 28.Rge8 Bc7 
29.Rgg8 Qd6 30.Rh1. A great thematic achievement, preceded by a number of cooked versions. 

(Originals section: a problem shows the following sequence: 1) intermediate diagram, meta (THB non-THC), 
triple one type impostor photo; 2) final diagram, HB non-HC, double one type impostor photo) 

Example 19  Sequence: 1) intermediate diagram, meta-(THB non-THC); 2) final diagram, HB and HC 
1.f4 Nf6 2.f5 Ne4 3.f6 Rg8 4.fxe7 f5 5.Nh3 Kf7 6.e8=N Be7 7.Nf2 Bh4 8.Nf6 gxf6 9.Rg1 Rg3 10.Nh1 Rf3 
11.Ng3 Rf2 12.Nh5 Qg8 13.Nf4 Qg3 14.Nh3 Kg6 15.Rh1 Kh5 16.Ng1.  After 7.Nf2 there are two white knights 
in meta-positions: meta-stationary on e8 and e-meta sibling on f2, all other white pieces being stationary ones. 
This problem was an example for the “Jorge Lois 60th Jubilee Tourney” theme, “Invisible Platzwechsel”. The 
come-and-go Platzwechsel trick (in this case, wNg1/wRh1 to wNh1/wRg1 and then back to wNg1/wRh1) was 
very successful in that tourney and came to be known as the “Lois theme.” 
 
Example 19 can be used to discuss the meta-stationary condition. Being the immediate natural result of a 
promotion, it has no thematic value by itself; yet it turns into a thematic feature when a “partner piece” appears 
in the spotlight (e.g. in this case the original white knight after 7.Nf2). 

SPECIAL MISSIONS 

(One can hardly imagine a war devoid of agents on special missions…) 

OFFICERS (“an aristocratic restriction”): In many PGs a side in the diagram has non-hb pawns and only hb 
officers. There is a clear technical and aesthetic intention in this type of diagrams (no officers “gone astray” on 
the board, resulting in a quiet-looking picture). We designate this restriction as Officers, thereby neglecting 
pawns as entities characterizing a side. Thus, Officers-THB means eight hb officers. The Officers category is 
represented by examples 20 and 22. 



DYNAMICS (extreme behaviors: “only cowards survive” / “only heroes at home”): On top of the location of 
pieces, the dynamics aspect implicitly embedded in the position provides an interesting approach to 
characterizing a side in a diagram position that generally features a mix of stationary and non-stationary 
pieces. It would be quite natural to designate as Stationary a side having only stationary pieces and Dynamic a 
side having only non-stationary pieces. Example 21 is a very elegant demonstration of how to end up being 
Stationary (by nature, a particular HB case). It is hard to achieve a combination of the Dynamic and home 
characteristics; massacre-type PGs should be tried unless the Officers option comes into play, making things a 
lot easier, as one can see from Example 22. 

PHANTOM (“going to be a soldier in the army of the Lord”): Let us imagine that, just like the boy in the film The 
Sixth Sense, we can see spectrums – and so we observe all of a side’s living and dead men on homesquare-
related locations. This would be a specific diagram resulting from a highly targeted play in which all the 
resources are focused on displaying the thematic intention. As an extension of the idea applied to pieces, we 
refer to this side-case by anteceding Phantom to the corresponding characteristic and taking phantoms into 
consideration. Example 23 shows a profound rendition. 

Example 20   Officers THB  
1.e4 f5 2.Bf1 f4 3.c4 f3 4.Nc3 f3xg2 5.Qf3 b5 6.Qf6 b4 7.f4 b3 8.Nf3 g1=B 9.Ne2 Bc5 10.Neg1 Ba3 11.bxa3 b2 
12.Kf2 b1=S 13.Kg3 Nc3 14.dxc3 d5 15.Nd2 d4 16.Nb1 dxc3.  After his 13th move black has to wait until 
white’s intention is completed. The last three black moves are optimal in terms of benefiting the picture: a) they 
keep stationary all the officers; b) the capture on c3 eliminates obvious traces of the Ceriani – Frolkin theme. 
This example emphasizes home-related aesthetics, as the “accompanying” side (black) enhances, through 
Officers THB, the double-impostor effect achieved by the thematic side (white). 
 
Example 21   Stationary   (HB) 
1.g3 Nc6 2.Bh3 Nd4 3.Bf5 Nxe2 4.Kxe2 a5 5.Kf3 Ra6 6.Kg4 Rc6 7.Qf3 Rc3 8.dxc3 a4 9.Nd2 a3 10.Nb3 axb2 
11.a4 b1=R 12.Ba3 Rb2 13.Re1 Rb1 14.Re5 Rd1 15.Ne2 Rd6 16.Rd1 Rh6 17.Rd6 Rh3 18.Rh6 Rh5 19.Rxh5.  
Black has to promote on his 11th move to liberate white’s play; after that, only his promoted piece is free to 
make moves, keeping the HB position intact. Black makes 7 moves to reach h5 on the last one. This 
determines the Ceriani - Frolkin piece type (rook). 
 
   (22) Satoshi Hashimoto                          (23) Reto Aschwanden                            
    3rd prize Phénix 84 04/2000                       1st prize Messigny 2004  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Pg in 20.0 moves      C+                            PG in 18.0 moves 
 
 
 
Example 22   Officers (HB non-HC, Dynamic)    sibling + sextuple Swtichback / Rundlauf 
1.c4 Na6 2.c5 Rb8 3.c6 bxc6 4.b4 Rb5 5.Ba3 Re5 6.b5 Re3 7.dxe3 Nh6 8.Qd6 exd6 9.b6 Qg5 10.b7 Be7 
11.b8=Q 0-0 12.Qb2 Bb7 13.Kd2 Ra8 14.Kc3 Nb8 15.Kb4 Kf8 16.Qxg7+ Ke8 17.Nc3 Bf8 18.Rb1 Qd8 19.Ka5 
Bc8 20.Rb7 Ng8.  A wonderful example to show the potential of the Dynamic characteristic combined with the 
home-related ones. Six black 8th-rank pieces step aside just to allow the replacement of the a8-rook, thereafter 
restoring their configuration as HB. 
 
 Example 23    Sequence:   a) int.   diagram, meta (HB and HC)  &   Phantom meta (THB and THC) 
                                              b) final diagram,           (HB non-HC)  &  Phantom meta (THB non-THC) 
1.d4 Na6 2.d5 Nc5 3.d6 a6 4.dxc7 d5 5.f4 Bh3 6.c8=B Qb6 7.f5 Qb3 8.f6 b6 9.fxg7 f5 10.Bb7 Nf6 11.g8=B Lh6 
12.Be6 Be3 13.Bec8 0-0 14.Be6+ Rh8 15.Bg8 Rxg8 16.Bc8 Rxg2 17.Be6 Rxh2 18.Bg8 Rxg8.  This problem 
could have been composed just to discuss the concepts we are dealing with. In terms of pieces’ tricks it 
contains a double GD50JT and a double c-meta sibling, making up a quadruple one type-phantom trick. In 



addition, each promoted bishop makes a double trick on different promotion squares and each promotion 
square is the base for a double trick with different bishops. This can be described as double-(double one man) 
and double-(double one square).  In terms of the side’s characteristics, after 16.Bc8 white is meta-(HB and 
HC) and, since the missed bishop was captured on its promotion square (GD50JT phantom), it is also 
Phantom meta-(THB and THC). In the final diagram white is HB non-HC (it is not HC because all the 
remaining pieces are stationary) and it is also Phantom meta-(THB non-THC) (it is non meta-THC because 
the 2nd bishop is an impostor phantom, having been captured as a c-meta sibling). 
 

(Originals section: a problem shows a HB non-HC & Phantom (THC non-THB) side. Paradoxically, the 
phantoms reverse the HB/HC combination). 

PREPARING THE NEXT BATTLE 

We have proposed a theoretical base to characterize pieces as well as sides in terms of home related themes. 
This is intrinsically complex, being an n-dimensional approach to get into the spotlight the different effects that 
underlie the pieces’ performance (trick nature, recurrence, heterogeneity, etc.) and the respective side’s 
characteristics. 

We are convinced that this effort is useful in that it allows any home related proof game to reveal all of its 
technical and artistic merits and enables solutionists clearly to see the features that differentiate it from other 
home PGs. 

We have focused on one thematic side. The next part of this article will try to “Label the Battle” over proof 
games where both sides are thematic. 

 

 

 

 

 

Problems for the Originals section 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
      (O1) Roberto A. Osorio                       (O2) R. Osorio & J. Lois                        (O3) Jorge J. Lois 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
   
 
 
PG in 15 moves. Can mate be                             PG in 17.0 moves.                                        PG in 14.0 moves 
delivered by the side which has all              How  difficult could a tempo loss be?                     Any impostor on board? 
of its 16 men on their homesquares? 



 

     (O4) R. Osorio & J. Lois                           (O5) J. Lois & R. Osorio 

 
 
 

 

 

 

     PG in 16.0 moves      C+                           PG in 15.0 moves    C+                                     
        Black moving men?                                           Everybody at home (in a way) 

 

 

 


